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Copyright and Disclaimers

The contents of this eBook are the works and suggestions of our clients, and do not necessarily

represent the views, beliefs and opinions of Project Noo You®. as a company, nor its staff.

The contents of this eBook have been submitted by unqualified people for entertainment

purposes and the statements herein have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug

Administration and are not intended to cure, mitigate, treat, or diagnose any disease, illness, or

mental state. Please consult with a qualified physician before taking any supplements and/or

participating in any recommendation that may expose yourself to harm or stress.

The contents of this eBook are the intellectual property of Project Noo You® and is subject to

copyright under the substantive law of the United States of America.

You have permission to share this document with others, but may not edit it, or make changes of
any kind without consent from Project Noo You®.
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The following products and statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration and are not intended to cure, mitigate, treat, or diagnose any disease. The
information found herein is for information purposes only.

Project Noo You® makes no assurances as to the accuracy of details and information, and shall not
be liable for any incidental, direct, or indirect damages or injuries resulting from the use of
information found within this guide, or any web site linked to the information within this guide.

Enjoy a 15% Discount. Enter code at Checkout:  ebk10
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The moment may be temporary, but the memory is forever. 

– Bud Meyer

Archie Marks speaking, CEO and founder of Project Noo You® and the NITROvit® formula.

Having recently received a lot of emails asking for advice on how to effectively boost memory performance
such as formation and recall, I thought it would be a great idea to reach out to my client list and ask them to
rally round and tell me what they do to keep a clear and strong memory when trying to stay on top of
today’s ever increasingly hectic schedules.

It’s moments like this that make me so proud of our community of loyal clients who, like me, love to help
others by sharing their knowledge to help others.

I received the information you are about to read and I believe by implementing just a handful of the
strategies shared here within, you’d be pleasantly surprised at how easy it is to blow the cobwebs out of a
dusty mind, and to create an organized head of clarity and mindfulness that should keep you from losing
those car keys for some years to come.

The ingredients in NITROvit® have helped me and many of my clients stay sharp, focused, and mentally alert,
but there is always more that can be done – especially if preserving your memory long term is a particular
goal.

I hope you enjoy reading the following and find some strategies you yourself can put into practice right away.
I also want to take a moment to thank you all for your ongoing support and love.

More than anything, I’d like to thank those who contributed to this eBook from the bottom of my heart. In a
world often plagued with selfishness and greed, it is so refreshing that our community know how to give for
the betterment of others. Bless you all and thank you for sharing your memory tips with us all.

--

Archie Marks

Founder & CEO

Project Noo You®
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Hey Archie… Here’s my tips.

When it comes to memory and building a better one, there are some things you have to understand first.
There are two separate types of memory. There is short term memory which focuses on
events/knowledge acquired recently, within hours or weeks ago. Then there is long term memory, which
is more reliable and focuses on knowledge/events gained during your lifetime.

The capacity at which the brain can hold memories is basically limitless. If someone wants to improve
their memory, there are certain things you can do that will help you along the way. The first thing is to try
to convert the short-term memory to be embedded in your long-term memory. Ways you can do this
include mnemonic devices, emotions, scents/smells, mindfulness, tying recent events to events you
remember, figuring out your best learning style, nootropics, getting into a routine, and so much more.

Figuring out your learning style will help you obtain knowledge in the best way possible for each
individual. There are three different learning styles. Audio, visual, and kinaesthetic inputs are ways you
can make memories. There are some resources online that can help you figure out which input would be
best suited for you to learn best. You can kind of figure this out on your own though by thinking back to
what sticks out the most for yourself though.

Do you remember things said (audio), do you remember every detail that you have seen (visual), or do
you remember exactly how it was to do something the best (kinaesthetic). For me, when I took a school
test about this, I scored even in every category with audio learning one point above the other inputs. For
me, learning and utilizing memories is easier for me when I intertwine emotions with everything
happening.

Becoming highly aware of what is happening in the now is a great way to instantly convert new
events/knowledge to memory. Intertwining emotions in every aspect of your daily life will help you
incorporate everything happening to memory. Your brain is basically a muscle and training it helps it
become better at recalling facts and events.

Being mindful of what is going on at every moment helps you tie emotions, events, things said, things
seen, facts, faces, names, etc. to your memory. To do this you must live in the moment. You have to be
involved with what is going on and gather everything going on at a heightened sense of emotions. Let
things going on pluck the strings of your heart and mind. This will help you become better at recalling
everything happened in the recent past or further back more easily.

Continued over…
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Mnemonic devices are another great tool for acquiring a better long term memory for specific things.
There are many examples of mnemonic devices all over the internet. Here’s one for example. The way
the compass is laid out, you look at it like a clock, and you see N, E, S, W clockwise. Now intertwine each
letter with word to make a nice sentence. “Never Eat Sweet, Wheat” Making associations and patterns
with specific things assists you in remembering it.

One special thing the body is good at is remembering specific smells and scents. One whiff of something
from the past puts your mind in nostalgic mode. It brings a rush of memories in a flash with the receptors
of smell. It’s pretty amazing. I’ve actually had moments of reliving my past just from certain smells and it’s
truly a wild experience. There’s also essential oils that can help enhance your memory, such as rosemary,
peppermint, etc..

Making sure you get plenty of water, and rest also aids in retaining memories. It keeps your body and
mind refreshed. Also resting allows you to recall events during the day with ease. On top of this you can
use meditation to help your mind catch up with things recently experienced. This is also just like being
mindful, but actually using a moment of rest to recall things you need to remember/do.

Nootropics are a great tool to aid in memory enhancement. I have been taking Nitrovit for a good 2+
years now, and I have to say, my mind feels very protected from deterioration. I have a better working
memory and aided learning just from taking this nootropic stack. It’s truly a lifesaver in my book. I was
suffering from ailments of ADD and it was hard to stay on track with things going on in my life. I also was
becoming more lethargic with age. All of that changed when I was introduced to Nitrovit. It gave me
energy, focus, motivation, and an enhanced memory.

Certain ingredients are the reason why this becomes a valuable supplement for usage in daily life. You
can learn more about nootropics from Google and Reddit. There is plenty of material online to give you a
better grasp of what they do for the mind. Even www.projectnooyou.com has an ingredients page that
goes over which each ingredient can do for you!

All-in-all memory is essential to life. It helps you become a more trustworthy person to others. It helps
you remember to do things in your daily lives. It helps you not make the same mistakes twice. Memory is
very vital to living a purposeful life. It can be obtained by many means such as, mindfulness, mnemonic
devices, living in the now, smells, nootropics, training, and so much more. Thanks for reading and may
your memory be forever young!

Respectfully,
Justin Miller (Miller Million)
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Archie,

Thanks for making GREAT products! Nitrovit has made a very positive impact on my productivity. At 65, I
need every edge to compete with the Millennials. The biggest lie I tell myself is, “I’ll remember that.” I
don’t. Consequently, I have had to develop my own system of reminders.

For longer term items like “ To Dos”, grocery shopping lists, I simply use my iPhone Notes. If I don’t have
time to type stuff in, I use the voice memo feature. For business related tasks, I use a CRM called Solve
360. Likewise, I use my phone’s GPS for getting me places.

For short term things, like remembering people’s names, I create a mental visual image that I can
associate with the name. For example, if I were introduced to you, I might think “Archie reminds me of
the St. Louis Arch.” Then when I see you again, I recall the mental image of the St. Louis Arch and get your
name associated with it.

Hope these are helpful. Kind regards,
Chip Garber
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Hi Archie,

Exercise and oxygenation is important, so I have started a more modest weight-training program — daily
light lifting, with an emphasis on stretching. I also take every opportunity to take the stairs instead of the
escalator or elevator. Power walks instead of leisurely strolls. Bicycle riding for short trips instead of
taking the car.

Other memory tips include — learning to play the piano at an advanced age — I’m not good yet, but
enjoying it and exercising my mind at the same time. I also like to entertain my mind with simple memory
games…..for instance, remembering certain films and naming the cast members, remembering past NFL
teams or MLB baseball teams and naming as many players as possible. When checking your result by
looking up the facts later, another mental exercise occurs as you fill in any blanks that you didn’t
remember at first.

Lastly, when I encounter any numbers in my daily life, I play simple math games with the numbers —
adding them together or multiplying numbers within an address or a phone number or a date or a price,
figuring percentages of combinations of numbers in my head…..all these keep me mentally alert and
engaged at times when one could just veg out. Brains and muscles both atrophy if not exercised
frequently….use it or lose it! – Jim Alvord.
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Dear Archie,

As a 70 year young male who is no longer in cognitive decline thanks to you and your formulations, your
personal guidance that helped tweak my daily dosage of Nitrovit with your additional advice and my new
philosophy about what it takes to remain mentally curious, focused and happy every day.

In addition to a Nootropic regimen, the basics of eating clean, daily (well almost) exercise and meditation
are the bedrock of my becoming physically able, mentally sharp, and emotionally happy.

Eating clean speaks for itself. Too many years of eating ridiculous amounts of protein, fats, carbs and
sugars had taken its toll on my entire being. That's over now and the benefits of rational eating have been
cumulative as my entire body detoxes.

Exercising raises blood pressure which drives Nitrovit products and other essentials in my food,
supplemental vitamins, minerals and other nutritional supplements past the blood brain barrier that
elevates their positive benefits.

Staying with my breath is the underlying path to the incredible source of happiness that is the "I" in "Me".
It is the pathway to deep meditation that so many people have no idea how to release. For
me, Vedic Meditation is the ultimate sensation that allows me to become "One with the Universe". Any
person can become truly limitless and at inner peace by tapping into this source that is within us all.

All three of these basic lifestyle routines offer a payback that should not be ignored. Before I
found Nitrovit, I had lost the ability to get myself to follow these precepts which I always believed in but
let sit on the side-lines.

Lastly, I focus on the changes that have come about in my cognition, the end of my ADHD, return of my
fine motor coordination skills, the improvement in my ability to focus and become more productive in my
everyday life and so much more. I think about what my life was becoming and what it is now. I rejoice
every day because I have regained all of these factors back and now know what it takes to be in this state.
Do not take your gains for granted. Remember them every day.

Couldn't have made these improvements without you, Archie. Thank you for putting me back in the right
life direction. – Neil Rosenblum
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Modern lifestyle plays a significant role in contributing to cognitive decline and in this particular case,
memory. Being a college student with final exams approaching, I think this is the perfect time to provide
some memory boosting tips. Aside from taking nootropics, *cough Nitrovit *cough*, some tips and tricks
for optimizing memory I recommend is:

- A good quality multivitamin (Preferably whole-food, raw, and organic) + Plant-based diet
- Staying well hydrated
- Brain games (Lumosity, Fit Brains, Elevate, etc.)
- Getting the Z's
- Meditating/Staying Positive

This is own personal uses for keeping my memory and overall cognition firing on all cylinders. Hopefully it
works for others as well. – Terrance Robinson
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Hi Archie,

This is a super busy week for me. But a couple things that help me with my memory issues and creating a
little song to a children's song for things that I need to remember. I sing to myself all day in my head. I am
an aural learner and so music helps me to focus and to push away a lot of negative thoughts I find myself
thinking because of feeling bad about my ability to remember.

Also, I do take Nitrovit and I think it certainly helps me. I have noticed that if I don't take some days off of
it, it seems to work less. I also get b-12 injections every 8 weeks and I believe that does a world of good
for me as well. I take the supplement Sam-E which helps with my motivation and energy level. I love it,
really helps a lot.

I started seeing a psychodynamic therapist and it has changed my entire world. I have seen a large
difference in my ability to streamline my actions when working on something. It's helped me become so
much more self aware. I strongly believe that even though therapy cannot cure ADHD, it is a necessity to
learn how to be aware of yourself and to become more organized in your thoughts.

I hope these help, I know it's not much, I apologize for not responding to your last email. You have been
such an amazing resource for me and a lot of help. I'm sorry I don't have more time to go into greater
detail.

Have a wonderful weekend,
Alicia Lazar
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Hey Archie,

I would like to thank you for making such great products. I have been a Nitrovit user when I started my
first job out of college, and a continuing customer as I have gone into grad school. This is not easy
balancing graduate school with working at a very large CPA firm, and I definitely attribute a big part of
that success to Nitrovit.

Despite juggling so many balls in the air, I have been able to maintain a 3.9 GPA. I definitely feel like I have
a mental edge over my peers when it comes to ease of learning and memory recollection, so I can't thank
you enough! I was drawn to Nitrovit because despite always doing very well in school, I had a terrible
time trying to stay focused and it was beyond frustrating. I've always felt I've had some degree of ADD,
but have never wanted to go the Adderall route or anything like that; I prefer to keep solutions natural,
and Nitrovit has been the answer for me. The difference in focus and mental acuity is definitely
noticeable.

Here is what I do to stay sharp mentally. I start my day by taking a few supplements. I take a GNC Mega
Men Diabetic Support (I have Type 1), I take a phosphatidylcholine supplement, fish oil, and 1 Nitrovit.
This helps me wake up and stay alert during the morning hours of working at the CPA firm. Once I leave in
the early afternoon to turn to the school side of my life, I take 2 more Nitrovit (I am 230 pounds, and 2
capsules didn't have quite the desired effect for me) and an additional dosage of phosphatidylcholine. I
also have a glass of Amazing Greens for antioxidant support and to get some element of greens in my
diet, since I never grew fond of eating greens...

The other part of my regimen is when I have an exam or a final I will take 2 Nitroamp capsules. It's really
amazing how much mental clarity and focus it gives you without giving you the jitters and anxiety that
comes with traditional coffee. Something unique I do to stay sharp is in the time preceding a
presentation, test, something significant, I will take 20 minutes or so to disconnect and watch some funny
YouTube videos. I have found that laughing and letting your brain rest immediately before an important
event is a great way to rejuvenate your mind and calm your nerves.

I hope this helps and gives you something to work with. Thanks for everything and stay in touch.

All the best,
Justin Sherman
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Quick Tips:

1) I use the training I learned from Harry Lorayne, 15 years ago. Still useful to this day. - Dean Hissen Lee

2) Hello Mr. Marks. Thanks for the opportunity to assist, with this righteous endeavour. In addition to
using your products, and exercising to aid with enhancing memory, I use a few other products as well. I
use Gen20 to increase HGH production, Tahitian Noni Juice, to for overall health, N-A-C for overall
cellular health, and Vitamin Shoppe brand fish oil. Taking specific combinations of these products, on
various days, help to keep my mind sharp, and keep me good health. I hope this helps, with improving the
quality of life, of someone. – William Foskey

3) To keep my memory fresh, I workout every day (like Edwin) in the AM. After my workout session, I
stretch and meditate for 5-10 minutes. Additionally, I try and eat healthy and I take multivitamins and
fish oil with my Nitrovit. Dark greens, chicken, brown rice, etc.

Furthermore, sleep is essential! It's such a fundamental principle, yet people forget to get the sufficient
amount of sleep in order to work productively throughout the day - myself included. The last thing I
proactively do is stay up to date with my outlook calendar synced with my phone / apple watch
calendar. I input all events and reminders fervidly to ensure that nothing slips by me unnoticed.

Hopefully this response provides you some material information in your search for client routines and
exercises. Best Regards. – Brian Woo

4) Good evening Archie. I do not smoke, unfortunately I do drink, but I've lowered the amount right down
to once a month. I exercise for around half an hour every day, I do lots of walking, I find nature very
relaxing, and peaceful, in addition to this, I do crosswords, puzzle games, and strategy games, plus
meditation, which is done around three times a day, I try and eat healthy when I can, unfortunately this is
not all the time, partly due to money, so on, but I will try and do this at least 4/5 days a week. Thank you
for giving us this opportunity to share our tips, as it is good to share. Keep up the good work. – Emily
Kirby

5) Hello Archie! Here are some of my greatest tips. First of all I try to stay hydrated. Secondly I find having

good gut health helps with everything! I now take my own superfoods mixture that helped me grow a
proper beard.. I brew a cup of Yerba Maté which I infuse with Shilajit as a base, then I use arctic root,
Cistanche and Maca to boost my testosterone! Throughout the day I eat cacao nibs and goji berries to
keep alert and not wanting to nibble on candy…Take care, Regards - Felix Rantschukoff
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Quick Tips:

6) Hey Archie. Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts about keeping a sharp mind.
I myself use an old material diary and make sure I write in it every time and I check my diary before I
sleep. I also cut paper into four corners and stick them in my bedroom or where ever I can see them often
- that’s how I keep my mind from not forgetting. – Zinhle Dube

7) Hi Archie, here’s a tip other than lists and notes everywhere which I have had to stop - I leave myself
little cues to remember to do things. For example, at my last house the washing machine was down stairs
and to remember to hang the washing I would leave the entry light on (where I hung it out) and when I
saw the light on I would remember I had washing on and didn't turn it off until I had hung it out.

Other obvious cues, leave items on the couch the night before to remember what I had to do the next
day... for example, if I had to pay a bill, the invoice would be left on couch, if I had to go to the post office,
mail would be left on the couch. Appointments, appointment cards left on couch, return something to the
shop, leave bag and receipt on couch, etc.. When I got up I could see my day planned out for me.
Hope this helps Archie ;) Kind regards, – Cath Quinn

8) Here is my tip to staying sharp. Although sharp is a little vague - it can mean different things to
different people. For me, staying sharp means being creative. I write programs at work, write as a hobby,
and give speeches as part of a club. So, I practice, I write things down, and leave myself clues for things I
need to remember. If memory is a series of interconnected links that we personally thought were related,
you need to save the first pointer to the linked list, otherwise, much like a computer, you'll forget you put
it away in your neural net in the first place. Cheers – Kathleen Chalas

9) To keep my brain sharp I meditate (or pray) every day for 20mins. I start with a prayer for the first 2
mins and then the remaining 18 mins I silence my thoughts. You would be surprised how difficult this is.
Especially in today's era where we get information overload.

Just sit down comfortably in a quiet space and practice. Focus on your breathing in/out. If thoughts slip in
(they will) allow them to pass. Observe the thoughts rather then engage them. The goal is to not think
about what happened yesterday or what will happen tomorrow. You should not be thinking about what
needs to be done in a hour or what time it is. You allow yourself to just be in this very moment without
consequence. You will know you have achieved meditative state when you feel yourself being in the now,
in the very second of time.

This has given me introspective and great mental health in a very trying time for everyone. Not sure the
effects it has on memory but it definitely helps with a sense of well being. – Steve F.
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Hi Archie,

Apologies for not replying however I do not check my emails on a daily basis, however, I am keen to share
my own tips for memory, brain power and how to keep it sharp.

First of all, I make sure I drink plenty of water during the day to stay hydrated and fresh. I ensure to drink
a glass as soon as I wake up as it helps to get me going in the morning.

I go for a walk daily to exercise, and do other forms of workout, however, a walk at least as a minimum.
I make sure to read a book for at least an hour a day, this helps to either learn and remember new things,
and when reading fiction, use your imagination to create and remember the world and characters you are
reading about.

I use Lumosity, the amazing brain training app to keep myself sharp and enhance my memory.
I do ensure to have a healthy diet and take multivitamins to make sure my body and mind are as helpful
as possible.

Regards – Callum Jones
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I'm 70, still working as a freelance writer. I've been a believer in holistic and
alternative medicine for many7 years. Health-wise I have no issues, thank God.

But, I need to keep my brain running 150% to be successful in the highly competitive
world of copywriting. My clients don't know how old I am. :) But I know my competition
are people in their 30s and 40s!

My routine demands Nitrovit in the a.m., on any day I need to write, think, research and create.
If needed I will take another Nitrovit at lunchtime.
It makes a world of difference to me. I've been taking it for at least 2 years now.

My peers age-wise can't get over the fact that I never seem to forget anything! Really. I put
them all to shame. I do take a bunch of holistic supplements along with Nitrovit such as:
Omega 3, Ubiquinol (CoQ10), milk thistle, Vitamin D, magnesium, B-12, Curcumin (turmeric), a
specialty product for vision health, red rice yeast (for cholesterol).

Keep it up, Archie. I depend on you and your team! Best – Barb Bandy
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Dear Archie,

I have been using Nitrovit for the past 2 years and 1 month to enhance my memory and focus.

My best stack is like this Monday to Friday:

Morning before breakfast:
1 Multibionta Vitality
1 Choline & Inositol (500mg)

Every few weeks I also add 1 capsule of Noopept (from Archie of course), don’t always take it because I
find it more effective if I do it for a month and then leave a few weeks without it. Since I started using this
stack I feel a lot more concentrated in my very demanding job, no longer have brain fog nor anxiety.

Thanks Archie for creating such a good formula, it really made a massive difference for me.

I also value how nice you are every time I contact you for advice, always super helpful and incredibly
knowledgeable, plus you like music like me (I’m off to Glastonbury again next month!). I send you my best
wishes my friend. - Gio’ Ghiglione
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At lunchtime:
1 Choline & Inositol (500mg)
Nitrovit x1
Complete B complex
Acetyl Carnitine

30 minutes after breakfast:
Nitrovit x1
Acetyl Carnitine
Complete B complex

Enjoy a 15% Discount. Enter code at Checkout:  ebk10
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“Oh my gosh! I’ve been taking this for a total of 4 days I can honestly say it works. I have to 
memorize 200 drugs for my pharmacy tech exam. It used to take me at least an hour and a 
half to memorize 10 drugs/day – now it takes me like 30 mins.” – Amy Mpala

“I feel like my primary improvement is memory, most noticeably long-term recall. The 
combo of these ingredients does wonders not just for my memory, but also for my focus, 
concentration, alertness, anxiety, and general sense of well being.” – Issa Moe

“I’ve been using Nitrovit for a couple of months now and the results are simply amazing. 
This is the only supplement that works for my ADD. I take two to three capsules a day and 
BOOM I am now performing better than ever.” – Eduardo Marroquin

“I recently started using Nitrovit and I’m already seeing a vast improvement in my mental 
focus. In the past it was impossible for me to stay focused for more then 10 minutes. I have 
also seen an increase in retention and am learning way more.” – Spencer Gregg

“When I took Nitrovit for the first time, it was a matter of minutes when I started to notice 
a change… My vision was sharpened, my thoughts felt clear, and my focus spot on. With 
Nitrovit, it has helped my life in making better life choices.” – Ulysses Baltazar

“I am so relieved to find something to give me focus without the terrible side 
effects/addictive ingredients. So far I like the way I am focused without being jittery, 
irritable and manic like I used to be. This stuff is really incredible.” – Becca White

“I have chronic ADHD. When I started taking nitrovit I was sceptical, but after 12 weeks, it’s 
something I live by. I have never felt so focused, organised and motivated. I honestly wish I 
had nitrovit much earlier in my life.” – Danny Giles
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